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Abstract

In this work we identify scanning strategies of IPv6 scanners
on the Internet. We offer a unique perspective on the behav-
ior of IPv6 scanners by conducting controlled experiments
leveraging a large and unused /56 IPv6 subnet. We selec-
tively make parts of the subnet visible to scanners by hosting
applications that make direct or indirect contact with IPv6-
capable servers on the Internet. By careful experiment design,
we mitigate the effects of hidden variables on scans sent to
our /56 subnet and establish causal relationships between
IPv6 host activity types and the scanner attention they evoke.
We show that IPv6 host activities e.g., Web browsing, mem-
bership in the NTP pool and Tor network, cause scanners to
send a magnitude higher number of unsolicited IP scans and
reverse DNS queries to our subnet than before. DNS scanners
focus their scans in narrow regions of the address space where
our applications are hosted whereas IP scanners broadly scan
the entire subnet. Even after the host activity from our subnet
subsides, we observe persistent residual scanning to portions
of the address space that previously hosted applications.

1 Introduction

Scanning the IP address space has exposed security vulner-
abilities, enabling researchers and practitioners to develop
effective defenses. Tools for scanning the IP address space
grapple with the fundamental challenge of efficient scanner
target discovery — a task made more challenging by the in-
creasing adoption of IPv6 on the Internet. The IPv6 address
space consists of 2128 possible addresses, rendering brute-
force generation of scanning targets infeasible. Recent work
has developed tools [9, 17] to make Internet-scale IPv6 scan-
ning practical by analyzing IPv6 address assignment patterns
[40, 53, 54] and developing efficient scanner target generation
algorithms [40, 53, 54].

Despite the recent work on effectively scanning the IPv6
address space, little is known about the scanning strategies
deployed in the wild. We address this gap by analyzing IPv6
scanning from the perspective of IPv6 hosts on the Internet.
Our goal is to reveal target generation strategies of IPv6 scan-
ners and inform address assignment policies to mitigate the
impact of Internet-scale IPv6 scanners. Previous work with
similar goals performed observational studies using passive
measurements of unsolicited traffic. While observational stud-
ies provide useful insights they (1) do not identify address

discovery strategies leveraged by scanners and (2) may not
be representative of the real scanning activity observed by
actively in-use IPv6 networks [26,34,36,46] (§2). In contrast,
we take an active approach by conducting controlled exper-
iments to evaluate the impact of IPv6 host activity on scan-
ner behavior. We begin the study by acquiring a previously-
unused /56 IPv6 subnet owned by a university. This address
space did not originate any traffic prior to the start of the study,
allowing us to conduct clean-slate controlled experiments that
make parts of the address space visible on the Internet for the
first time during our study. A subgroup of treatment subnets
in our address space host applications that make direct or
indirect contact with potential IPv6 scanners. We measure the
effect of the treatment by capturing unsolicited IPv6 scanning
activity received by our address space. By comparing the im-
pact on scanning activity between the treatment and control
subnets, we establish causal relationships between types of
host activities and increased scanner attention (§3).

Accurately associating a measurable increase in scanner
attention to specific IPv6 host activities is challenging. First,
due to our large yet limited IPv6 address space for exper-
imentation, discerning the effect of one host activity (Web
browsing) from another (Tor relay) on increased scanner atten-
tion is hard as the observable scanning activity can result from
a combination of host activities. Second, scanning activity can
often persist after the experimental host activity has subsided,
confounding the measured effects of subsequent experiments.
Finally, Internet scanners can coincidentally scan our treat-
ment subnets, endangering false conclusions about the effect
of host activity on scanner attention. We carefully design our
controlled experiments to mitigate the effects of these hidden
variables to improve the accuracy of our conclusions (§4).
Our study spans over a year from the time we acquired the
/56 subnet and began the controlled experiments. We analyze
the IPv6 scans and reverse DNS queries destined for our /56
address space to make the following key findings:
Host activity has a sizable impact on scanner attention.
While our subnet attracted moderate background radiation
scans before we began our controlled experiments to sim-
ulate host activity, the host activity evoked sizable scanner
attention — with IP and DNS scanning increasing to 225×
and 1.6× pre-experiment rates, respectively. On conclusion
of our experiments, the rates continued to stay high at 426×
and 3.7×, respectively. Moreover, host activity that makes
direct contact with IPv6 capable servers on the Internet (e.g.,
Web browsing, querying open DNS resolvers) evokes 50×



and 13× more activity during and after experimentation, in
comparison with host activities which make indirect contact
with potential scanners (§3).
DNS scanners have a narrow attention space. Reverse-
DNS scanners focus their attention on scanning the treatment
subnets i.e., subnets hosting the IPv6 application and send
very few scans to subnets outside the treatment subnet. In
contrast, IP scanners have a broader attention span, often
scanning both inside and outside the treatment subnets (§4).
Residual scanning after host activity subsides. DNS scan-
ning activity persists long after the host activity that evoked
the scans has subsided. In specific, we observe high volume
DNS scans for nearly six weeks in the treatment subnets used
for browsing the Web after the Web browsing activity has
ended. The scans re-start after a break of 2-3 weeks (§4).
Random and low-byte scanning are dominant strategies.
We fingerprint the IPv6 scanners that sent unsolicited traffic
to our subnet during the study and find that IPv6 scanners
have one of two main scanning strategies: they either have
equal interest in the entire address space (random scanners)
or focus more on low-byte addresses (§5).

Finally, we discuss the implications of our findings for
network operators (§6) and place our contributions in the
context of previous work (§7).

2 Background

In this section, we provide a high-level overview of IPv6
addressing and IPv6 scanning strategies.
IPv6 addressing. An IPv6 address consists of 128 bits which
may be broken down into three parts — an m bit routing prefix,
an n bit subnet ID, and a k (= 128-m-n) bit interface ID (IID).
The routing prefix and subnet ID are used to route traffic to a
local network where hosts are identified by unique IIDs [44].
Network operators face two questions while allocating IPv6
addresses to networks and hosts (1) how many bits of an IPv6
address should be allocated to host IIDs (i.e., the value of k)
and (2) how should IIDs be allocated to hosts in a subnet.
Determining IID lengths. It is considered the best practice
for network operators to leave 64 bits for IIDs according
the RFC4291 [44]. There are many compelling reasons for
this practice. First, a large number of existing IPv6 config-
uration options and RFC recommendations assume a 64-bit
IID. Therefore, not following this recommendation may result
in operational failure when using IPv6-specific features and
technologies. For example, as pointed out in RFC 4291, a
64-bit IID is required to use privacy-enhancing IPv6 features
which allow for cryptographically generated addresses (RFC
3972 [23]), or to use IPv4-to-IPv6 transition protocols such
as 6to4 (RFC 3056 [52]), or to leverage neighbor discovery
protocols implemented in accordance with RFC 4861 [51].
Assigning IIDs. IIDs may be allocated to hosts through (1)
manual configuration, (2) stateless address auto configura-
tion (SLAAC defined in RFC4862) [58], or (3) the DHCPv6

IP leasing protocol (defined in RFC 8415 [49, 55]). Each of
these three methods may result in host addresses having dif-
ferent IID characteristics. For example, network operators
using manual configurations may assign host IPs in a pre-
dictable manner — e.g., using sequential addressing which
results in the lower bytes of the IID being populated with
all leading bytes set to 0 (as per RFC7707 [40]) or assign
host IP addresses based on their 48-bit MAC addresses (the
modified EUI-64 protocol defined in RFC4291 [44]). On the
other hand, operators using SLAAC or other approaches (e.g.,
from RFC 7943 [41], RFC 7217 [39], and RFC 3972 [23])
generate pseudo-random IIDs.
Our address allocation approach. Given the importance of
a 64-bit IID length, it is reasonable to assume that scanners
assume 64-bit IIDs in their scanning targets. Therefore, in
all our subsequent experiments detailed in §3 and §4, we
assign 64-bit IIDs to all our hosts and subnets. Further, we
use both IID generation approaches (lower-byte and pseudo-
random addresses generation) to generate IPs for hosts whose
addresses are leaked to scanners. This allows us to study
the impact of address allocation methods on the subsequent
address generation strategies leveraged by IPv6 scanners —
e.g., does the discovery of a host with a pseudo-random (or,
lower-byte) IID result in scanners only sending probes to
other addresses with a pseudo-random (or, lower-byte) IIDs.
IPv6 address representation. A common method for rep-
resenting IPv6 addresses uses 32 nybbles, each denoted in
hexadecimal and representing four contiguous bits. Every four
nybbles (two bytes) are separated by a ‘:’ and any leading
zeros in these two byte sections may be dropped.
Representation in DNS reverse zones. DNS reverse
zones map addresses to domains — i.e., the opposite
of what DNS zones do. Sending a DNS PTR query
to the corresponding IPv6 reverse zone returns the do-
mains hosted with the corresponding IP address. IPv6
PTR records are organized under ip6.arpa in 32 lev-
els where each nybble of an exploded IPv6 address is a
level. Therefore, the PTR record associated with the ad-
dress 2601::dead:1 is available at 1.0.0.0.d.e.a.d.<20
repeating .0s>.1.0.6.2.ip6.arpa.
Scanning strategies: address discovery. Unlike IPv4, scan-
ning the entire IPv6 address space for live addresses is infea-
sible. Instead, scanners focus their attention on regions of the
address space near addresses where some activity has been
observed. Prior work has used techniques like monitoring
public lists of IPv6 addresses (e.g., TLD zone files which list
the IPv6 addresses of domains) or hosting public services
to receive contact from previously unseen addresses (e.g.,
hosting a web service).
Our address leaking strategies. In our controlled experiments
described in §3 and §4, we leak the ‘liveness’ of specific
regions of an IPv6 network by the following means: (1) direct
contact with IPv6 capable web services, (2) sending DNS
queries to public DNS resolvers, (3) participation in the NTP



pool protocol [11] where IP addresses of participants can be
enumerated [19], (4) participation in the NTP public server
protocol [18] where our addresses are distributed via a public
listing of NTP servers, (5) participation in the Tor network
as a middle-relay where our addresses are distributed via the
Tor consensus [13], and (6) registering domains with specific
addresses so their presence is known via the TLD zone files.
Scanning strategies: probing for liveness Once scanners
have a specific region of the address space to focus on, they
may use a different strategy to probe for active hosts.
Traditional IP scanning. A common approach is to solicit re-
sponses from live hosts by sending probes (packets associated
with a common Internet protocol such as ICMPv6) to a set
of candidate IP addresses using tools such as zmapv6 [3] and
nmap [7]. These candidates are generated by observing pat-
terns in the already identified live addresses (e.g., known live
addresses are sequentially allocated) by off-the-shelf tools
like ipv666 [2] and the IPv6 toolkit [10].
NXDOMAIN scanning. An emerging and increasingly popu-
lar approach for scanning IPv6 spaces for liveness involves
leveraging a feature of the IPv6 reverse-DNS lookup pro-
cess detailed in RFC8020 [25]. RFC 8020 [25] states that
reverse-DNS lookups within subnets that contain no do-
mains should receive an NXDOMAIN response code — e.g.,
if the prefix 2601::dead:1/80 contains no domains, reverse-
DNS queries for any more-specific prefixes should return
an NXDOMAIN response code. This allows scanners to make
significant reductions the address search space.
Our data logging approach. In our experiments, we are inter-
ested in identifying and detailing the behavior of traditional
IP scanners and NXDOMAIN scanners. Therefore, we set
up our infrastructure to capture all packets and DNS PTR
lookups for our address space.

3 Prevalence of IPv6 Scans

In this section, we answer the question: How prevalent is IPv6
scanning in the wild?

3.1 Data collection methodology
Overview. Our study is based on scanner behavior observed
on a previously unused and unannounced /56 IPv6 address
space (§3.1.1). We conduct controlled experiments by creat-
ing a treatment group of /64 subnets which contain publicly
advertised and visible services and a control group of subnets
with no services (§3.1.2). To log scanning behavior, we use
a logging infrastructure that captures all packets and DNS
queries sent to our /56 IPv6 address space (§3.1.3).

3.1.1 Characteristics of our IPv6 address space

Our /56 subnet is a part of an autonomous system (AS)’s /48
allocation. Since the /56 subnet was previously unused and

unannounced by BGP, it should not receive any legitimate
traffic [16]. We were granted access to the /56 in 11/2020
after which the parent AS announced it to the Internet via
BGP and we setup data logging infrastructure (§3.1.3). We
left the address space idle for the next three months to bench-
mark base levels of Internet background radiation received
by our subnet. In 03/2021, we began a series of controlled
experiments to understand IPv6 scanner behavior. Figure 1
summarizes the timeline of our experiments.
Separating our /56 into treatment and control groups.
We run six different controlled experiments on our address
space — each requiring four unique end-host IPs. We first sub-
divided the /56 address space into four /58 address spaces.
Then, due of the importance of using 64-bit IIDs for each host
(Cf. §2), we allocated each of our 24 end-hosts to a unique
/64 subnet and assigned them addresses from this subnet.
Therefore, each of our six experiments were conducted on four
unique end-hosts contained in four unique /64 subnets. For
two of the four end-hosts associated with each experiment, we
allocated a pseudo-random IID. The remaining two received
lower-byte IIDs. Thus, we conduct each experiment on two
end-hosts which reflect the two most common forms of address
assignment in IPv6 networks. The 24 /64 subnets associated
with our experiments are our treatment subnets and every
other subnet is a control subnet. All treatment subnets were
randomly chosen from the same /58 subnet such that no two
were adjacent to each other. This allows for proper analysis of
treatment effects (§4) and facilitates retries on the remaining
three /58 subnets if an experiment had to be repeated due to
failures. Fortunately, the latter was not required.

3.1.2 Attracting scanner attention

Following the initial three month period of inactivity from
11/2020 to 03/2021, we simulated host activity from our treat-
ment subnets by launching services (i.e., experiments1) that
mimic specific types of host behaviors on the Internet. We ran
one service at a time on the four corresponding treatment sub-
nets for at least 2 weeks to measure the impact on scanning
behavior caused by the specific host activity that is mimicked
by the service. More details on the methods for measuring
service effects are in §4.
Experiments (services) deployed. The goal of our experi-
ments is to identify the effect of IPv6 host activity on scanning
behaviors. We achieve this goal by simulating six types of
host activity from the 24 /64 treatment subnets. Each ex-
periment uses a different method to leak the liveness of the
treatment /64 subnets to scanners. These methods are based
on findings from prior work which highlight the sources of
IPv6 addresses leveraged for efficient IPv6 scanning (§7). We
leak our addresses using a combination of direct and indirect
scanner contact approaches. Direct contact approaches send
packets directly to IPv6 addresses with the expectation of

1In the remainder of this paper, experiments and services are used interchangeably.



receiving scanner attention in return. In comparison, indirect
contact approaches enlist our services in public lists that may
be monitored by scanners seeking to discover new IPv6 ad-
dresses. Our six experiment deployments are described below.
Experiment 1: Web crawls to popular websites. With this
direct contact experiment, we mimic web browsing from a
standard home network where users make connections to web
servers that scanners may be operating or tapped into for
sources of IPv6 addresses [56]. We first identified all IPv6-
capable websites in the Alexa Top 10K websites obtained
in 02/2021 by collecting their AAAA DNS records and check-
ing them for validity. In total, we found 2.6K IPv6-capable
websites which were the subject of our crawls. Following the
recommendations of Ahmad et al. [22], we conducted crawls
using a simple CLI crawler which did not load third-party
or dynamic content (wget) and a full-fledged browser using
OpenWPM [31]. Our wget crawls did not load third-party
content and therefore only established direct connections with
the web servers of each website while the OpenWPM con-
nections used Firefox to also load dynamic content and make
connections with all third-party web servers associated with
a website. Therefore, each crawl leaked the same four host
addresses to a different (but overlapping) set of web servers.
Each crawl was conducted 2 weeks apart.
Experiment 2: Querying DNS open resolvers. In this direct
contact experiment, we leak our treatment subnet liveness
to open IPv6-capable DNS resolvers. Since no such list of
resolvers exists for IPv6, we used the approach of Hendriks
et al. [43] to identify IPv6-capable resolvers from IPv4 open
resolver lists. In total, we obtained 9K IPv6-capable open
resolvers and queried each of them for the AAAA record of
www.google.com. These queries were repeated every day for
a two week period. Therefore, this experiment leaked the live-
ness of four treatment subnets to over 9K IPv6 open resolvers.
Experiment 3: NTP pool servers. In this indirect contact ex-
periment, we hosted four instances of NTP pool servers in
four treatment subnets. To ensure that each NTP pool instance
used a different egress IP address, we created four network
namespaces on our Linux machine to isolate the NTP servers
we hosted. Network namespaces ensure separate ports and
IP addresses are assigned to them, allowing each of our NTP
pool servers to use a different IP address associated with one
of the four treatment subnets allocated to this experiment.
Each server was initially configured with the NTP default
parameters which set rate limits on our responses to liveness
probes from other NTP servers for the first two weeks. These
rate limits prevented it from achieving the maximum pool
score of 20 during this period. During this time, the server
was usable by clients (and therefore discoverable by scan-
ners) but not recommended due to a low pool score. In §4
we refer to this part of the experiment as ‘NTPpool’. We re-
moved the rate-limit after two weeks and consequently our
servers immediately achieved the maximum pool score of 20
and was recommended for client use. We carried this phase

Figure 1: Timeline of our experiments that simulate host activity
from a /56 IPv6 subnet we own.

of the experiment for another two weeks and refer to it as
‘NTPpool−20’. Note that NTP pool servers are not publicly
listed on a website, but are possible to enumerate [19]. There-
fore, this indirect experiment leaked the liveness of its four
treatment subnets to scanners that enumerate NTP pool server
lists for scanning destinations.
Experiment 4: NTP public servers. While our NTP pool
servers were used by clients for synchronizing time, they were
not publicly listed and require additional effort to enumerate.
In this indirect contact experiment, we launched four NTP
Stratum 2 public servers that remained active for two weeks.
Unlike pool servers, these are published on an archived list
making them more visible to scanners [12]. This indirect
contact experiment leaked the liveness of its four treatment
subnets to scanners monitoring NTP server lists.
Experiment 5: Tor relays. For this indirect contact experiment,
we launched four Tor [28] middle relays with unrestricted
bandwidth in our subnet. These relays remained operational
for a two week period. Since our main purpose was to enlist on
the public Tor consensus, we chose middle relays as opposed
to entry or exit relays. We made this decision because entry
relays receive information about the clients connecting to Tor
and exit relays receive information about the destinations of
Tor traffic. We did not find such information appropriate to
gather and analyze. For the additional safety of Tor users, we
discarded any non-scanner traffic (defined in §3.1.3) destined
for the deployed relays. Therefore, this indirect contact exper-
iment leaked the liveness of the four treatment subnets to any
IPv6 scanners monitoring the Tor consensus.
Experiment 6: DNS zone files. Finally, we registered four
domains, two each with a .com and .net TLD. The AAAA
records of all four domains pointed to addresses from four
of our treatment subnets. Registering these domains with the
com and net TLDs results in them getting added to the largest
TLD zone files. Since prior work has leveraged these lists to
identify web services with IPv6 addresses, we expect to make
indirect contact with scanners monitoring these zone files.
Limitations of our experimental setup. We selected the
above-mentioned services for two reasons: (1) they provide a
range of common host activities that expose their IP addresses
to potential scanners and (2) based on their use in IPv6 target
generation and address extraction in prior work [15, 37, 40].
These services allow us to "leak“ our address space to scan-
ners and achieve two goals. First, they help us identify how



Figure 2: Scanning activity observed by our 256 /64 subnets during
each of the 48 weeks in our study. IP scans shown in the top and
DNS scans in the bottom figure. Values are log10-scaled.

scanning behaviors can affect commonly used services and
second, they provide a method for rigorously measuring the
exposure of a specific service to scanners. We note that our
choice of deployed services is not comprehensive — i.e., it is
possible that other services attract different scanning patterns.

3.1.3 Measuring scanning activity

What is a scanner? Our experiments solicit legitimate traffic
amongst traffic from scanners (e.g., NTP clients may send
legitimate queries to our NTP pool servers). To differenti-
ate between traffic from legitimate sources and scanners, we
analyze the sources of all traffic and label scanners as any
sources that send packets to an IP address not associated with
any of our experiments. Further, we take a conservative ap-
proach and: (1) count all sources emerging from the same
/64 subnet as a single scanner — we do this because our data
shows several scanners using a distributed infrastructure for
scanning (identified by sequential source addresses and wide
area scans) and (2) also discount traffic from sources we pre-
viously communicated with as part of our experiments. While
this results in removing scanners using the same IP address
as the service they run (e.g., public DNS resolver), it prevents
accidental over counting (e.g., of NTP clients that need to
perform reverse-DNS lookups as part of the protocol [12]).
Data logging. To capture IP scanning, we captured PCAPs
of all traffic originating from and destined to any address in
our /56 allocation. To capture NXDOMAIN scanning, our
AS ran an authoritative DNS server which served all domains

DNS logs PCAPs

# Scanner probes Before 200,335 13,044
After 499,638 14,564,017
Total 699,973 14,577,061

# Scanners Before 20 5
After 89 1065
Total 96 1068

Table 1: Activity observed by our address space before and after
experiments began from PCAPs and DNS logs.

assigned to our IP address allocation with TTL = 1. This
low TTL ensured that PTR queries [48] were not cached and
continue to reach our authoritative server. We were provided
with daily dumps of logs from the server which contained the
timestamps, sources, and destinations of queries received.

3.2 Prevalence of scanning
During the 48 week period of our study, our subnet received
14.6M packets and 699K DNS queries from 1068 traditional
IP scanners and 96 NXDOMAIN scanners, respectively. We
provide a summary of these scans in Table 1. Table 1 shows
the number of IP and NXDOMAIN scans observed by our
subnet before and after our experiments began, split by the
treatment and control subnets. We see that, both control and
treatment subnets appear to receive only small amounts of
scanning activity per day before our experiments began in
February 2021 from NXDOMAIN and IP scanners. Following
the start of our controlled experiments, we see large increases
observed in both groups of subnets — with some days receiv-
ing upwards of 100K IP scans and 1K NXDOMAIN scans.
The plots are not normalized by the number of subnets. Fig-
ure 2 shows the amount of scanning activity destined for each
of our 256 /64 subnets. First, we see a clear difference in the
way IP scans and NXDOMAIN scans are used. Specifically,
NXDOMAIN scans are narrowly focused on a smaller region
of our address space while IP scans broadly target the entire
/56 region. This attests to how the NXDOMAIN semantic
can be used to discard entire subtrees and focus scanning
attention on regions with active /64 subnets. Second, we see
that not all subnets receive the same amount of attention from
scanners — some receive either an increased number of scans
or are scanned for longer durations of time. Third, we see
that scanning activity is not consistent, there are several quiet
weeks even after the experiments begin. In the next sections,
we investigate the causes for these differences — i.e., what
attracts scanners to specific subnets? (§4) and how do scan-
ners find active subnets and what happens once they find one?
(§5).

3.3 Scanner characteristics
Scanner sources. We show the distribution of IP scanning
traffic categorized by originating country (Figure 3a) and type



(a) IP scanning by country (b) IP scanning by ASN type (c) NXDOMAIN Scanning by country
Figure 3: Breakdown of scanning traffic by country and ASN type.

of AS (Figure 3b). Over 99% of all scanning traffic originated
from just 2 countries, the US and Germany. Similarly, 99%
of all scanning traffic originated from ASes belonging to
cloud service providers or education/research institutes. We
contacted the most active scanner in the education/research
category of ASes to inquire the purpose of their scans. They
responded that their goal was to “measure the state of IPv6
adoption”. Other ASNs in this category belonged to research
institutes including China Next Generation Internet which
is tasked with with the “transition from IPv4 to IPv6” in
China [4]. Of the scanning traffic that originated from cloud
service providers, >99% of traffic originated from Digital
Ocean and ScaleUp Technologies. Figure 3c breaks down
NXDOMAIN scanning by country and AS type. We observe
a similar pattern of two countries accounting for 99% of
all NXDOMAIN scanning — France and the US. However,
NXDOMAIN scanning originates predominantly only from
ASes belonging to cloud service providers (> 99%), with
97% originating from the OVH Cloud. ASes belonging to
education/research institutes comprise only a fraction of the
total scanning traffic.

Scanner traffic characteristics and payload analysis. Fig-
ure 3a and Figure 3b also show the breakdown of types of
scanning traffic by country and type of AS. ICMPv6 (46%)
and TCP SYN (54%) scans dominate with almost all the scans
comprising of these two types of traffic. Of the TCP traffic,
three ports (HTTP, HTTPS, and port 65535) accounted for
97% of scanner probe targets. Of the 14 scanners that did
not target these 3 services, 2 scanners conducted a port scan
of the subnets running Tor relays. Services targeted by these
port scans included Telnet, SMTP, FTP. The remaining scan-
ners conducted a wider port scan targeting a total of 1,323
different ports. All 12 of these scanners originated from the
same AS and sent very similar scanning traffic in terms of
patterns in target addresses. These scanners targeted a total
of 1,323 ports including those of popular services like Telnet,
IMAP, PPTP, POP3, BGP. Of the 14.6 million scanning pack-
ets we captured, only 4K contained a payload. Packets that
did not contain any payloads were either TCP SYN packets
or ICMPv6 Echo Requests. Packets containing payloads were
either HTTP or NTP packets. We analyzed the HTTP packets
and found that one of the scanners had a distinctive GET re-

2013 [26] 2018 [36] 2020 [57] 2022 (this paper)
ICMPv6 Ping HTTP (80) HTTP (80) ICMPv6 Ping
Port 7 ICMPv6 Ping ICMPv6 Ping HTTP (80)
HTTP (80) - HTTPS (443) HTTPS (443)
SSH (22) - Redis (6379) Port 65535
HTTPS (443) - 6697 (IRC) Telnet (23)

Table 2: Temporal differences in protocols targeted by IPv6 scanning
(as observed in previous background radiation/scanning studies)

quest associated with an Nmap scan [8]. Further inspection
showed that this scanner used Nmap to scan for potentially
open services on port 80 like HNAP (Home Network Ad-
ministration Protocol) with well-known exploits [21]. NTP
packets did not seem to contain malicious payloads.
Presence of IP scanners on IP blocklists. To understand the
intentions of the IP scanners, we examine whether they sent
unsolicited traffic to other IP addresses on the Internet. We an-
alyzed if the addresses of scanners targeting our address space
were present on IP blocklists. We used AbuseIPDB [1] which
maintains reputation of IPv6 addresses. Out of the 1,068 scan-
ners observed in our measurements, 12 were reported for
potential abuse on AbuseIPDB. 1,037 of the scanners orig-
inated from the /32 IPv6 allocation of the AS Alpha Strike
Labs GmbH which conducts global scans for research. The 12
scanners that were present on the blocklist contributed 51%
of total IP scanning traffic. For 5 of these, we received their
scans before they were reported on AbuseIPDB. Other scan-
ners were reported on AbuseIPDB at most 3 months before
they scanned our IPv6 subnet. All the reports submitted for
these scanners mentioned unsolicited port scanning.
Temporal differences in targeted protocols. Table 2 shows
the evolution of targets of IPv6 scanning over time. While the
techniques used in previous work to detect scanning traffic
in IPv6 might differ from ours, all studies capture traffic that
is unsolicited/unclaimed. We observe that IP scanning traffic
has shown similar characteristics over the years with ICMPv6
Ping, HTTP (80) and HTTPS(443) being the main targets.

4 IPv6 Scanner Address Discovery

In this section, we focus on answering What address discov-
ery strategies do IPv6 scanners use? Put another way, what
types of observable activities monitored by IPv6 scanners to
discover IPv6 scanning targets.



4.1 Methodology
Overview. We allocate and start each of our services in a
randomly selected group of four /64 subnets in a way that
allows us to identify and isolate any causal effects that the
services may have on IPv6 scanning (§4.1.1). Then, we use a
difference-in-differences approach to test whether deploying a
particular service has a causal effect on IPv6 scanning activity
(§4.1.2). Finally, we measure the duration of any causal effects
to uncover the typical lasting effect of deploying each of the
services used in our study (§4.1.3).

4.1.1 Isolating the effects of services

Our large network allocation allows us to run a controlled
experiment in which the ‘liveness’ of specific /64 subnets of
our network can be leaked (by deploying services in them) for
IPv6 scanners to find and the effects (i.e., the increase in scan-
ning activity) of these leaks can be measured. We construct
our experiment with the following key design decisions.
Preventing mixing of effects. Our experiment minimizes
effects caused by two different types of services (e.g., Tor
and NTP pool) from co-occurring. Not taking steps to explic-
itly prevent this may lead to incorrectly associating a causal
relationship between a service and an observed effect. Our
strategy to achieve this is to ensure that, at any point in time,
only one type of service is deployed in our entire /56 allo-
cation. This reduces the probability of several simultaneous
effects that are caused by different services from being mis-
takenly considered as a single effect caused by one service.
Erasing the impact of internal residual effects. A resid-
ual effect in our setting is the increase in scanning activity
that persists even after a service is discontinued. An internal
residual effect is the effect that persists inside the /64 subnet
that previously hosted a service. For example, scanners that
learned of the liveness of a /64 subnet because of a Tor relay
operating in that subnet may continue scanning it even after
the relay is turned off, causing a lasting effect within the /64
subnet. Not minimizing the impact of residual effects due
to previously deployed services can harm the accuracy of
measured effect sizes for subsequently deployed services. It
is reasonable to expect that the residual effects of a service
are likely to be stronger inside the /64 subnet that hosted it
than elsewhere in our /56 allocation. Therefore, we ensure
that no single /64 is used by multiple services for the entire
duration of this study. This prevents internal residual effects
from impacting subsequently measured effects. We have two
sets of services that seem as an exception to this rule, but
are not. First, the ‘OpenWPM’ and ‘wget’ crawlers are two
techniques for the same service and so were deployed in the
same treatment subnets; and what we refer to as the ‘NTPpool’
and ‘NTPpool−20’ NTP pool services are two different dates
of the same NTP pool deployment — one when the NTP pool
servers were actually deployed and one when the deployed
servers were marked as stable and available for public use.

Reducing the impact of external residual effects. Residual
effects from a prior service may also exist outside of its own
/64 subnet. For example, a scanner that learned of the liveness
of a /64 subnet because of a Tor relay operating in it may
also scan neighboring /64 subnets for live hosts or services.
Note that it is impossible to completely remove the impact of
external residual effects — after all, we cannot know exactly
which other /64 subnets a scanner might target after learning
of a service in one. Therefore, we can only make a best-
effort attempt to reduce the impact of such residual effects on
our subsequent measurements of effect sizes. We do this by
creating an upper-bound for external residual effects which
in turn makes our subsequent measurements of effect sizes
conservative. We achieve this by running each of our services
for an extended period of time (at least two weeks). This
allows any previously deployed services’ external residual
effects on the control region of our /56 to be reasonably
integrated into the baseline (i.e., mean number of scans in
/64 control subnets) upon which future service deployments
may be compared with — thereby allowing for a conservative
attempt at measuring future service effect sizes.
Reducing the impact of random effects. Since it is possible
for scanners to chance upon one of our ‘live’ /64 subnets, we
reduce the impact of random effects that may be unrelated
to our services. We do this by deploying a single service
(e.g., Tor relay) simultaneously on four randomly selected
/64 subnets. Two of the selected /64 subnets are randomly
chosen and have services deployed in the lower byte of their
address space while the remaining two have service deployed
at a random IP address contained in them. By measuring
and reporting the average effect observed across all four of
these subnets, we effectively reduce the impact of random
effects. These strategies improve: (1) our ability to correctly
associate increases in scanning activity with specific services
and (2) reduce the impact of latent confounding variables on
the measured scanning activities.

4.1.2 Identifying causal relationships and effect sizes

Our efforts in §4.1.1 allow us to mitigate the impact of many
latent confounding variables that may affect the amount of
scanning activity before and after a service is deployed, both
inside or outside a service’s /64 subnets. We use this con-
trolled experimental setup to identify the increase in scanning
activity as a result of deploying a service. We measure these
effects using a difference-in-differences approach.
Obtaining control and treatment groups. We divide the
256 /64 subnets in our /56 address space into one control
group (C ) consisting of 232 subnets in which no services
were ever deployed and six treatment groups (Tcrawl, Tdns,
Tntp-pool, Tntp-public, Ttor, and Tzone) with each containing the
four subnets allocated to the corresponding service. Recall,
that no more than one of our treatment groups is active at



any point in time and the intersection between any pair of
treatment groups is null (§4.1.1).
Measuring narrow scanner effect sizes. We define a nar-
row scanner as one which is focused on identifying active
hosts within a specific /64 subnet. For such scanners, we
expect to see an increase in scanning activity only within the
treatment subnet and no effects in the control region. We mea-
sure their effect sizes using the techniques described below.
Let ts denote the time at which the service associated with
treatment group Ts is deployed and µ

(ti,t j)
S denote the mean

number of scans observed per day between the days ti and
t j per /64 subnet belonging to group S (where S is the con-
trol group or one of our treatment groups). Now, the mean
per-day difference in scanning activity occurring in C and Ts
for the t days prior to the start of a service s (i.e., the last t
pre-treatment days) is: ∆

pre
s,t = (µ(ts−t,ts)

Ts
−µ(ts−t,ts)

C ). Similarly,
the mean per-day difference in scanning activity occurring
in C and Ts for the t days after the start of a service s (i.e.,
the first t post-treatment days) is: ∆

post
s,t = (µ(ts,ts+t)

Ts
−µ(ts,ts+t)

C )
Then, we measure the narrow scanner treatment effect size
over t days for the service s as: ∆diff

s,t = ∆
post
s,t −∆

pre
s,t . Described

in words, ∆diff
s,t is the difference of the differences between the

mean per-day scanning rates between C and Ts observed over
t pre-treatment and t post-treatment days. An illustration of
the measured treatment effect size is shown in the appendix
(Figure 8). When ∆diff

s is positive, it indicates increased scan-
ning activity occurs inside the /64 subnets which contain
the service s. When ∆diff

s is negative, it indicates that scanner
activity is focused on the region outside the /64 subnets —
e.g., scanners may focus their attention on discovering other
active subnets if they know a nearby subnet is live.
Measuring broad scanner effect sizes. We define a broad
scanner as one which is focused on identifying active hosts in
subnets that were not part of our treatment group. This is pos-
sible due to a different goal of identifying other live subnets
rather than host IPs. Note that ∆diff

s does not capture the in-
crease in scanning activity caused by scanners which equally
focus their attention on the control and treatment subnets. For
example, if a scanner begins scanning our entire /56 subnet
space in a uniform fashion after discovering one of our treat-
ment services, s, ∆diff

s will be measured as 0. Therefore, we
use a simple difference method, applied over all our control
subnets, to measure the effects of these scanners. Specifically,
we measure the broad scanner treatment effect size over t
days for the service s as: ∆C

s,t = µ(ts,ts+t)
C −µ(ts,ts−t)

C . Described
in words, ∆C

s,t is simply the difference in the average scanning
activity observed before and after a service s is deployed,
computed over t days, and over all control subnets in our /56
allocation. In the remainder of our reporting on the effect
sizes ∆diff

s and ∆C
s in §4.2, we set t as 14 days which is the

duration of each service deployment.
Verifying statistical significance of measured effect sizes.
To verify the statistical significance of the measured treat-

Service DNS logs PCAPs
∆diff

s ∆C
s ∆diff

s ∆C
s

wget 511.1 -2.9 0.0 0.0
OpenWPM 564.0 -0.1 -0.4 0.4
DNS probes 736.0 1.9 128.8 265.1
NTPpool 348.3 6.0 313.6 734.4
NTPpool−20 6.5 -9.7 636.9 0.0
NTPpublic 72.2 1.6 116.3 0.0
Tor relay 87.1 -0.4 0.0 0.0
DNS Zone 1.2 -1.3 -54.4 588.1

Table 3: Treatment effects observed in DNS logs and PCAPs. Ser-
vices with a statistically significant ∆diff

s or ∆C
s (p < .05) are in bold.

Cf. §4.1.2 for details on ∆diff, ∆C , and significance testing.

ment effect sizes, we calculate bootstrap confidence inter-
vals [27, 30] by resampling from the treatment and control
subnets with replacement, using the percentile method to form
a 95% confidence interval with the 2.5% and 97.5% bootstrap
percentiles on 10K samples. We also calculate the p-values
for a two-sided Welch’s t-test [59] to test for a null difference
between (1) ∆

pre
s,t and ∆

post
s,t in the case of narrow scanners and

(2) µ(ts,ts+t)
C and µ(ts−t,ts)

C in the case of broad scanners.

4.1.3 Measuring internal residual effects

Since we do not reuse subnets in any of our treatment groups,
we can continue monitoring them for any residual effects that
remain after the service within it is no longer active. We mea-
sure these internal residual effects by measuring ∆

post
s over a

14-day sliding window for a period of 90 days after the service
is halted. Lower values indicate a return to normal scanning
activity, and indicate that the Ts subnets are received little
to no additional scanning activity than the C subnets. This
monitoring gives us an insight into scanner probing strategies
— particularly, the freshness of their target lists.

4.2 Results
We first present the results of our causal analysis to identify
treatment effect sizes caused by IPv6 NXDOMAIN scanners
(§4.2.1) and all other IPv6 scanners (§4.2.2). Next, we report
the internal residual effects caused by these scanners (§4.2.3).

4.2.1 NXDOMAIN scanning treatment effects

The effects measured by the deployment of each of our ser-
vices, on scanners performing IPv6 NXDOMAIN scanning,
are shown in the DNS logs columns of Table 3. Interestingly,
we found that all scanners identified to be using the NX-
DOMAIN scanning approach may be categorized as narrow
scanners — i.e., they primarily focused their scans inside our
treatment subnets and had little to no scanning activity on
our control subnets (characterized by high ∆diff

s and low ∆C
s ).

All services were found to have a statistically significant ∆diff

effect, although varying widely in their magnitudes.



Effects of direct contact with potential scanners. The
largest ∆diff effect sizes were observed by our DNS probes
service which sent DNS requests to a large number of IPv6
open resolvers. The effects of this service (cf. Figure 10a in
appendix) show an immediate rise in IPv6 NXDOMAIN scan-
ning activity which exclusively focusses on the subnets which
sent the DNS requests (i.e., have low ∆C values). Our crawl-
ing services, wget and OpenWPM, have similarly large effects
with ∆diff of 511 and 564 scans/subnet/day, respectively.
Effects of indirect contact with potential scanners. We
also find that the two services, Tor and NTP, which cause our
IP addresses to get added to archived public lists result in
a delayed response from IPv6 scanners (cf. Figure 10b and
Figure 10c in appendix). This behavior is expected due to two
reasons: First, both services need participants to demonstrate
a measure of reliability before they are publicly listed in the
consensus as usable for Tor and NTP users. Second, unlike
some of our other services (e.g., the DNS probes and crawlers),
we are not directly interacting with potential scanners and
instead are listing ourselves at a place where scanners may
be monitoring at a pre-determined frequency. Next, we see
that the initial deployment of the NTPpool service results in a
significant increase in scanning activity with the /64 subnets,
but achieving enough reliability to be promoted into the public
NTP pool only results in a marginally increased scanning rate
(an additional 6.5 scans/subnet/day greater than without the
promotion). This is expected since our servers’ promotion
within the NTP pool would be completely inconsequential to
scanners seeking to discover active IPv6 subnets. Finally, we
see that our entries in zone files had close to no impact on the
NXDOMAIN scanners with a ∆diff of only 1.2.

4.2.2 IP scanning treatment effects

The effects of our service deployment on the number of scans
observed directly by our /56 allocation are shown in the
PCAPs column of Table 3. Three of our deployed services
(DNS, NTPpool , and NTPpublic) have a large and statistically
significant ∆diff effect while three have a large and statisti-
cally significant ∆C effect (DNS, NTPpool , and Zone). NX-
DOMAIN scanners focus not only on the treatment subnets,
but also on the subnets in the control region, suggesting an
intention to identify in-use subnets rather than host addresses.
Effects of direct contact with potential scanners. Unlike
the NXDOMAIN scanners, we find that our crawlers did not
attract any attention from IP scanners. Both, OpenWPM and
wget had marginal ∆diff and ∆C values of ∈ [−0.4,0]. How-
ever, we find that our DNS probes to open resolvers generate
increased scanning activity (cf. Figure 10d in appendix). In-
terestingly, we note that the increase in scanning activity is
seen in both, the control and the treatment subnets (∆diff

i s
128.8 and ∆C

i s 265.1). Further investigation shows that scan-
ners first identified and probed the treatment region for two
days before returning with probes for addresses located in

(a) NXDOMAIN scanner residues (log10 scale)

(b) IP scanner residues (log10 scale)
Figure 4: Measured internal residue (∆post

s ) values over a sliding
14-day window starting from ts +15 of each treatment until ts +90
days. Higher values are indicative of focused scanning within the
treatment subnet. Heatmap values are scaled by log10.

the lower bytes of all our 256 /64 subnets (cf. Figure 9 in
appendix). This behavior is explained in detail in §5.
Effects of indirect contact with potential scanners. We
find a significant uptick in IP scanning activity in the treat-
ment subnets after the deployment of NTPpool and NTPpublic
experiments. However, effect of the NTPpool treatment was
not found to be statistically significant since scanner attention
was focused on only one of our four treatment subnets. Our
DNS, zone, and NTPpool experiments also generated signifi-
cant effects in our control region with ∆C values of 265, 734,
and 588, respectively. Same as before, we found that scanners
began their probes focused on the treatment subnets or their
neighbors before expanding to further away subnets.

4.2.3 Internal residual effects

Residual effects from NXDOMAIN scanners. Figure 4a
shows the internal residual effects within each of our treat-
ment groups are high. Specifically, we see that all subnets
except for the ones used for Tor, targeted by the NXDOMAIN
scanners during their treatment period continue to be scanned
for a prolonged period of time — in fact, our wget and Open-
WPM treatment subnets are targeted by high daily volume of
NXDOMAIN queries for two extended periods of time sepa-
rated only by a 15 day interval. This regularity and intensity is
interesting since these experiments aim to mimic a home net-



work being used for standard web browsing. We hypothesize
that many scanners rely on web traffic logs as data sources
(as our crawler experiments might suggest) to identify active
hosts in such networks. We notice no NXDOMAIN scanning
residue in the DNS, NTPpublic, and NTPpool treatment subnets
26-70 days after the start of their treatments.
Residual effects from IP scanners. Figure 4b shows the
residual effects observed from IP scanners. Similar to the
NXDOMAIN scanners, we find prolonged IP scanning fo-
cused on our treatment subnets for nearly all treatments with
the exception of our direct contact treatments — the scans
generated because of the crawlers and DNS probes appear to
end within 25 days and 1 day after our last use of their treat-
ment subnets, respectively. We find that our listing in public
sources of IPv6 addresses (NTP, Tor, and zone files) appears
to have a lasting residual effect on the treatment subnets. This
is expected since their addresses are left to be discovered by
scanners that eventually monitor archives of these lists.

4.2.4 Takeaways

Our direct contact services (crawlers and DNS), which mimic
user activity in a home network, attract statistically signifi-
cant amounts of attention from NXDOMAIN scanners but
not from IP probing scanners. Services which contribute to
public network protocols (NTP, Tor, and zone) generate large
amounts of scanning activity from one or both types of scan-
ners. Unexpectedly, NXDOMAIN scanners never generate
significant amounts of traffic in the control subnets during the
treatment period. This suggests that they are initially used to
identify live hosts within a /64 subnet rather than to identify
other active /64 subnets (low ∆C

s values in Table 3). In con-
trast, IP scanners are used for both purposes (mixed ∆diff

s and
∆C

s values in Table 3). Finally, our study on residual scanning
effects shows that the prior use of a /64 subnet for specific
purposes does impact the duration of residual scanning activ-
ity. Notably, we find that our direct contact services, which
mimic home network activity, generate large and persistent
volume of NXDOMAIN scans but almost no IP scanning for
a prolonged duration after the subnet becomes inactive. On
the other hand, hosting web services which result in addition
to the zone files generates consistent and significant volume
of IP scanning activity even 90 days after the service is halted.

5 IPv6 Scanner Behaviors

We now focus on the question: Once scanners have discovered
an active IPv6 subnet, what behaviors do they exhibit?

5.1 IP scanning
Overview. We seek to answer three questions: (1) what is
the dominant scanning strategy for target address genera-
tion (§5.1.1) — do scanners target lower-byte or random

addresses? (2) does the discovery of a treatment subnet with
an active end-host having a specific type of address (lower-
byte or random IID) impact the amount of scanning activity
the subnet receives? (§5.1.2) and (3) how does scanner be-
havior change in scope over time — e.g., do they start as
narrow-scanners and expand to broad-area scanning? (§5.1.3)

5.1.1 Target address generation strategies

IP probe categorization. To understand scanner address
generation strategies, we grouped each probe into two cate-
gories; probes targeted at lower-byte IID addresses (Pl) and
probes targeted at random IID addresses (Pr). We placed a
probe in Pl if the IID section of the destination address (bits
64-128 in our case) have at least 40 leading zeros. If the probe
did not meet this condition, we automatically assign it to Pr.
Therefore, all probes belong in either Pl or Pr. Although this
categorization appears simplistic, we settled on it only after
noticing that it was indeed the case that all probes from a
scanner that were placed in Pr were pseudo-random at the
nybble-level (i.e., had maximum entropy for the nybbles they
varied indicating that if a scanner altered higher nybbles, they
tried all values for that nybble with nearly equal probability).
Which addresses are the most common scanning targets?
In all, we observed 12.2M (84%) probes from 696 (65.1%)
scanners addressed to 4,359 unique lower-byte addresses. In
comparison, we observed only 2.3M (16%) probes from 747
(70%) scanners addressed to 2,291 unique random IID ad-
dresses. The average lower-byte IID address was the target of
347,625× more scans than the average random IID address.
Which scanning strategy do scanners most frequently
use? 693 (65%) of all observed scanners used an exclusive
probing strategy — i.e., either only probing lower-byte IIDs
or only probing random IIDs. Of these, 321 were exclusively
lower-byte scanners and the remaining 372 were exclusively
random IID scanners. The lower-byte only scanners generated
only 4% of all probes, the random IID scanners generated
only 5% of all probes, and the remaining 91% of probes were
generated by scanners using a mix of both.

5.1.2 Impact of addresses of known active end-hosts

Probe and destination subnet categorization. To under-
stand if scanner behavior depends on the locations of the
known end-hosts, we categorize each of our 24 treatment sub-
nets into lower-byte (Sl) or random (Sr) based on whether the
services deployed in them were on a lower-byte or random
IID. We then categorized each probe sent to a treatment sub-
net into four buckets: Pl → Sl , Pl → Sr, Pr → Sl , and Pr → Sr.
Figure 5 shows how scanners of different sizes probe these
subnets. Here, a point indicates that scanners that sent a total
number of probes corresponding to the y axis sent x% of their
probes to a treatment subnet of the type indicated by the color.
The density shows the number of scanners with similar x, y.



Figure 5: Types of probes sent to each type of treatment subnet by
scanner sizes. (Cf. §5.1.2). Values are log10 scaled.

Figure 6: Subnets scanned over time by each IP scanner (§5.1.3).

Do scanners change their scanning behavior based on
known host addresses? In short, yes. We focus on the most
dense region of Figure 5 — i.e., the region with x ∈ [35,70].
We make two observations that lead us to the above conclu-
sion. First, scanners of all sizes send lower-byte probes to
lower-byte treatment subnets (indicated by the blue density
region) about 60-80% of the time. Second, when presented
with a subnet in which they are aware of a random IID host,
they send random probes (indicated by the yellow density
region) nearly 50% of the time — about 3× more than the
base rate. Further, no scanner ever sends random probes to a
subnet in which the presence of a lower-byte host is known
(the only green density region is at x = 0). For comparison,
the base rate of random IID probes is 16%.

5.1.3 Change in scanner scope over time

Characterizing behavior by time. To understand how scan-
ners change their scope over time, we analyze the number of
/64 subnets scanned by each scanner in their scanning lifes-
pan (measured as the fraction of their total probes sent until
that point in time). Figure 6 illustrates the breadth of scanning
behavior over the lifetime of each scanner in our dataset. Each
‘dot’ in an (x, y) coordinate in the plot represents one point
in the lifespan of one of the scanners and indicates that there
was a scanner that, after having sent y% of their total probes
ever sent, had probed x unique subnets.
Do scanners change their scope over time? In short, some-
times. From Figure 6, we observe four trends. First, on the top
left we find that the narrow IP scanners do not change their
behavior and focus on a handful of subnets over their entire

lifetime. Then, we have one of three distinct behaviors that
are observed in each of the broad IP scanners. These are anno-
tated with (1), (2), and (3). The scanners exhibiting behavior
(1) focus their scans equally on all our 256 subnets — sending
the same number of probes in one before moving on to the
next. These probes are mainly focused on the lower-bytes
of each subnet. Scanners that form points highlighted by (2)
initially focus their attention on a small number of subnets
and then spread their probes broadly amongst the remaining.
Nearly 40% of all their initial probes appear in just 50-60
unique subnets (which make up less than 25% of our address
space) and then the remaining 60% of their probes sent later
in time are distributed across the remaining 75% of subnets.
Scanners making up the points marked by (3) show the op-
posite behavior in a more extreme form. They perform broad
scans during the first part of their lifespan as they probe more
than 200 unique subnets with just the first 40% of their probes
before they focus their attention on the subnets that remain.

5.1.4 Takeaways

We see diverse scanning behavior in some dimensions and
surprisingly uniform behavior in others. Our probe charac-
terization shows that probes are most likely to focus their
attention on lower-byte addresses in a subnet, but do not rule
out probing random addresses. In fact, we see that probing be-
havior changes to incorporate more random scans in subnets
where the presence of random addressing is already known
to a scanner, while this never occurs when the presence of a
lower-byte host is known. Finally, we see that there are just
three distinct patterns observable in IP scanners that perform
broad scanning — either uniformly broad scanning, or deep
scanning for the first 40% of their probes followed by broad
scanning with the remaining 60%, or vice-versa. We find that
all scanners either focus on a very small number of subnets or
perform scanning over all 256 subnets — never in the middle.

5.2 NXDOMAIN scanning

As discussed in §3.1, NXDOMAIN scanners can reduce the
search space of finding active hosts significantly. This is
achieved through scanning the ip6.arpa reverse DNS tree
at different subnet length levels and discarding all subnet
length trees under the current node if an NXDOMAIN response
is received — after all, it is known that no domains exist
within that entire subnet. This is the reason why our results
in §4 shows that there is little to no NXDOMAIN scanning
activity outside our treatment subnets. This property makes
it necessary for us to use different metrics to characterize
NXDOMAIN scanning. Therefore, we focus our analysis
on understanding: when NXDOMAIN scanners know of the
presence of a host with a particular address type (lower-byte
or random) how do they scan the subnet to identify other
hosts — do they assume lower byte nybbles at each level or



Figure 7: % of lower-byte NXDOMAIN scans at each subnet length.

do they branch diversely and does this change depending on
the subnet level indicated in their probe?
Characterizing probe types in NXDOMAIN scanning.
Probes generated by NXDOMAIN scanners can be of dif-
ferent lengths compared to probes generated by IP scanners
which are always full 128-bit addresses. To understand probe
generation techniques by NXDOMAIN scanners, we divide
our probes into two categories; lower-byte and random . lower-
byte probe of length n is a reverse PTR query for a subnet of
/n that ends in 0. All non-zero queries are random probes.
NXDOMAIN scanning by probe type and subnet length.
Figure 7 shows: (1) the number of scanners that sent probes
for a subnet of the specified length and (2) whether the probes
at this level were for the ‘0’ subtree (i.e., a lower-byte probe)
or ‘1-f’ subtree (i.e., a random probe). Darker colors associ-
ated with the violin of a subnet length indicate more scanners
sent probes at that subnet level. We find that most scanners
focus their attention on /60, /64, /80, /120, and /124. This
suggests that larger number of subnets expect hosts to be
allocated within these subnet ranges. We now analyze the dis-
tributions (depicted by the violins) of lower-byte and random
probes at each subnet level. The width of each violin is indica-
tive of the number of scanners and that have y% of lower-byte
probes (as a fraction of all their probes at that subnet level).
Violins with wide areas at the bottom (e.g., /64 and /128)
suggest that scanners conduct mostly random scanning when
sending queries at that level. On the other hand, smaller lower
areas indicate more propensity for lower-byte scanning. We
see that with the exception of the /64 and /128, even NXDO-
MAIN scanners mostly rely on lower-byte probes (or have an
expectation of host deployments at lower-byte addresses).

6 Security implications for network operators

In this section we discuss the implications of our findings for
operators of IPv6 networks on the Internet.
Implications for address assignment in networks. We
show that a lower-byte IID IPv6 address receives 347,625×
the scans received by a random IID address (§5.1.1). More-
over, 99% of all IPv6 probes in our measurements targeted a

lower-byte address. Therefore, we recommend network oper-
ators to use semantically opaque interface identifiers [39] for
assigning IPv6 addresses to hosts in their networks. Such an
address assignment will increase the scanning overhead by
forcing scanners to probe 264 addresses in the worst case and
reduce the volume of probes received by an individual host.
Implications for allocating scanning defense budgets. We
show that the volume of IP probe-based scanning activity,
which is threatening due to direct interaction between the pay-
loads and potentially vulnerable hosts, attracted by a subnet is
highly dependent on the type of host activity in the network.
This allows operators to consider allocating a security budget
for their network that uses the expected host activities and
addressing schemes in use to estimate scanning activity.
Implications for IPv6 subnet reuse. Our measurements
show that operators can safely reuse subnets for different
hosts in special cases without the risk of attracting scanners
that targeted the previous host of the subnet (§4.2.4).
Implications on the utility of threat exchanges. Security
practitioners have believed that increasing adoption of IPv6
on the Internet would reduce the the utility of Internet threat
exchanges due to the infeasibility of blocklisting in the vast
IPv6 address space [14, 20]. Blocking at the granularity of
/64 subnets increases the feasibility of blocklisting-based
approaches with the potential of collateral damage due to
hosts sharing fate on the same /64 subnet [47]. We show
that there is value in using blocklists for IPv6, at least in
the current IPv6 landscape (§3.3). Majority of the scanning
traffic observed by our subnet originated from IPv6 addresses
already listed on popular threat exchanges like AbuseIPDB.
Most of the scanners not present on the blocklist belonged to
a Research/Education AS. Other scanners that sent significant
scanning traffic while not being reported on the IP blocklist
belonged to either a /64, /48 or a /32 shared by a scanner
that was previously reported on the blocklist.
Implications for generating DNS PTR Records. The NX-
DOMAIN scanning technique (§2) can significantly reduce
the number of probes required to find an active host in an
IPv6 subnet. Thus, NXDOMAIN scanning can potentially
bypass the security that semantically opaque identifiers would
provide from active scanning. Dynamically generating PTR
records when queried ("On the fly") as described in RFC
8501 [45] can render this scanning technique ineffective. We
recommend network operators to use this technique since it
enables generation of a valid PTR record for every address
that is queried, preventing the scanner from exploiting the NX-
DOMAIN semantic to discard entire subtrees of addresses.

7 Related Work

In this section, we highlight the influence of previous research
efforts on our study design and put our work in context.
IPv6 address discovery. Our decision to leak addresses
through direct contact and indirect contact methods was in-



formed by previous work by Gasser et al. [38]. Their work
uncovers sections of the live IPv6 address space leveraged
a variety of address sources. In their follow-up work [6, 37],
they emphasized the importance of focusing address gath-
ering on a wide range of sources and maximizing address
stability rather than raw count when measuring efficacy of
address gathering approaches. Our decision to include DNS
logs in our data logging framework was informed by Fiebig et
al. [5, 32, 33] who were the first to leverage the NXDOMAIN
scanning approach described in §2 to identify unknown active
IPv6 addresses. Their research has been incorporated into
off-the-shelf IPv6 scanners. Expanding on the work of Fiebig
et al., Borgolte et al. [24] use DNSSEC-signed reverse-zones
to collect active IPv6 addresses and find it to work better than
the NXDOMAIN approach for scanning.
Measurement of address allocation practices and IPv6
target generation. In our study, we deployed services with
lower-byte and pseudo-random IIDs. This decision was in-
spired by the work of Gont et al. [40] who discussed patterns
observed in IPv6 addresses collected from web servers, mail
servers, clients and IPv6 routers observed in the wild. Their
work showed that for each of these different categories, a
majority the of IPv6 addresses follow a pre-defined address
pattern — specifically lower-byte IIDs and pseudo-random
IIDs. Focusing on measuring the stability of assigned ad-
dresses, Plonka et al. analyze active client addresses logged
by a CDN [54]. They report that the IIDs of discovered ad-
dresses are unstable, but the /64 subnets associated with them
are stable. Along similar lines, Padmanabhan et al. conduct a
temporal and spatial comparison of IPv4 and IPv6 addresses
using 3000 RIPE Atlas probes [53] and find similar results
regarding subnet stability.
IPv6 target generation. The findings from the above re-
search on allocation practices have a direct impact on target
generation algorithms used with IPv6 scanners. Foremski et al.
leverage information-theoretic entropy at the nybble level to
mine segments of the IPv6 address with similar entropy [35].
They apply this technique on addresses collected from a range
of public data sources and find that client addresses have the
most entropy in the last 64 bits whereas servers tend to use
lower-bit addresses. Murdock et al. proposed 6Gen [50] — an
IPv6 target generation algorithm which uses a seed of input
addresses to identify dense address space regions and deter-
mine patterns present in the seed addresses based on a probe
budget. They find 56.7 million addresses in aliased regions
and 1 million addresses in non-aliased regions.
Understanding scanner behavior. Ours is not the first work
to shed light on the behavior of IPv6 scanners. In fact, these
efforts date back to 2006 when Ford et al. [34] conducted the
first measurement of IPv6 background radiation inside a dark-
net and found no evidence of scanner-related traffic. In 2010,
Huston and Kuhne [46] repeated a similar experiment and dis-
covered only a few thousand packets that were attributable to
scanners (such as TCP SYN packets) and generally observed

traffic from common IPv6 misconfiguration. A similar study
was conducted by Czyz et al. [26] in 2013. They conducted
a massive-scale measurement of IPv6 scanning by gathering
and analyzing unclaimed traffic received by five /12 IPv6
subnets. Despite their large vantage point into IPv6 scanning
behavior, their study also only identified trace amounts of
IPv6 scanning. More recently, in 2018, Fukuda and Heide-
mann [36] proposed using DNS backscatter to identify IPv6
scanning activity. Of note is the fact that this was the first
study to find evidence of widespread IPv6 scanning activ-
ity. By analyzing the logs of an authoritative DNS server for
reverse-DNS lookups, they identified (on average) 16 active
IPv6 scanners per week over a six month period.

The work of Richter and Berger [56], while focused on
IPv4 scanning behavior, informed our decision to conduct a
controlled experiment with specific address leaks. Using a
CDN as a vantage point, they find that different services attract
scanners with different scanning strategies. Durumeric et al.
[29] also observe similar patterns. They find that the services
that scanners target change over time in IPv4; something
we do not observe in IPv6. Like us, they also find that cloud
service providers are the source of most of the scanning traffic.

While similar in goal, our study differs significantly from
the highlighted IPv6 studies in two aspects: (1) IPv6 is much
more ubiquitous today with nearly 35% global adoption than
the time at which these studies were conducted (between 0.1%
to 3%) [42] and (2) we take a unique approach by conducting
a controlled experiment to specifically identify the behavior
of scanners in response to specific types of services deployed
in subnets (§4) and types of addresses allocated (§5).

8 Conclusions

We study IPv6 scanner address discovery strategies and the
behavior of scanners when information about host deploy-
ment is known to them. Our controlled experiments reveal
several key findings. First, we see different levels of focus and
magnitude in the scanning that occurs in response to different
types of address leakage — some resulting in the leaked sub-
nets receiving, on average, 700 more probes/day/subnet while
others result in all nearby subnets receiving large amounts in
scanning. Next, we see that many scanners change their scan-
ning behavior when a host in the subnet is already known to
have a specific type of address. However, lower-byte scanning
still remains the dominant scanning strategy even in subnets
known to allocate random-IIDs to hosts. This results in lower-
byte addresses receiving over 300K times more probes than
random addresses, on average. Besides the key takeaway that
allocating lower-byte IIDs to end-hosts results in significantly
increased risks because of scanning, this study provides net-
work operators with actionable insights regarding address
allocation strategies to mitigate the impact of scanning and
what to expect from scanners when a subnet is expected to
run specific types of services.
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A Additional Figures

Illustration of the measured effect sizes. Figure 8 illus-
trates the measured effect sizes from a service deployment
inside a /64 subnet.

Figure 8: An illustration of the measured ∆
pre
s,t and ∆

post
s,t for a service

deployed at ts (as explained in §4.1.2). The corresponding measured
treatment effect size is ∆diff

s,t = ∆
post
s,t −∆

pre
s,t .

Illustration of effects of direct contact with potential scan-
ners. Figure 9 illustrates that scanners arriving during our (di-
rect contact) DNS probe experiment first probed the treatment
region for two days before returning to scan the addresses
located in the lower bytes of all our /64 subnets.

Figure 9: IP probes sent to a /58 region of our allocation after
deployment of our DNS probe service (corresponding to the day
10-15 region of Figure 10d). White highlighted cells indicate the
subnets used for our DNS probe services (treatment group).

Selected illustrations of treatment effect sizes. Figure 10
illustrates the measured statistically significant treatment ef-
fect sizes observed from our experiments.
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(a) DNS probes (b) Tor relay (c) Public NTP server

(d) DNS probes (e) NTP pool server (f) Zone file listing
Figure 10: Treatment effect sizes from deployed services observed in DNS scanning logs (10a, 10b, 10c) and PCAPs (10d, 10e, 10f). Only
statistically significant effect are illustrated (Complete results in §4.2.1 and §4.2.2). We have applied linear interpolation to the visualizations
for smoothing.
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